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Phylogenetic relationships between ten Hordeum vulgare L. , seven
cultivars (Giza 123, Giza 126, Giza 127, Giza 128, Giza 129, Giza 130 and
Giza 2000) and three landraces from Sinai (El-Kheroba, El-Sheikh Zuwaid,
and Wadi Sedr) were carried out using two molecular genetic markers (RAPDPCR and ISSR-PCR). The genetic distance between Ten genotype was also
estimated from banding patterns Twenty two random primers were used in
RAPD revealed 316 bands while 159 bands were detected of ISSR analysis
using 10 primers. RAPD analysis among ten genotypes showed 41.77%
polymorphism, while ISSR analysis showed 62.02% polymorphism.
It was found that, ISSR was a more viable marker than RAPD in the
detection of the genetic variability among Hordeum vulgare (barley) varieties.
The genetic distance tree was detected using UPGMA based on both molecular
markers (RAPD and ISSR) and analysis of combined data.In addition, the
Band Shearing index (BSI) factor was calculated shows a marked difference
between the ten genotypes, seven cultivars and three landraces of studied
Hordeum vulgare where BSI average reach 1.42% with RAPD markers while
reaching 0.93 % in ISSR. The obtained data indicated that both RAPD and
ISSR markers are efficient in identification and differentiation between
selected taxa, but the efficiency of ISSR was the best one. Also, the present
results, enhancing the available knowledge of Hordeum vulgare genetic
resources in Egypt, which may contribute to their conservation and utilization
in breeding programs.

INTRODUCTION
The genus Hordeum L. includes 30 species of annual and perennial grasses; the
cultivated barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) is one of the main cereals of the belt of the
Mediterranean agriculture and a founder crop of Old World Neolithic food production
(Harlan and Zohary, 1966). phylogenetic relationships is important in the conservation and
restoration of biodiversity of wild germplasm (Wang et al., 2009).
Recently, genetic markers, which evaluate diversity at the molecular level, were
proposed to assess genetic variability. DNA based molecular markers help plant breeders to
directly evaluate genetic variation among relatives without the effect of environmental
factors (Nguyen et al., 2004). Several molecular markers were used to evaluate the extent of
genetic variability, such include Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA (RAPD) (Yu et al.,
2002 and Mylonas et al., 2014), Inter Simple Sequence Repeats (ISSR) (Brantestam et al.,
2004; El-Atroush et al., 2015; Goyat et al., 2016 and Sharma et al., 2016).
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Random amplified polymorphic DNA
(RAPD) markers (Williams et al., 1990)
have advantages including speed, low cost,
independent from developmental stages of
the plants and require only small amounts of
sample (Bardakci, 2001). Although RAPDs
are dominant markers, they have been used
for genome mapping, identifying cultivars,
breeding and analyzing genetic variation
within and among populations (both intraand interspecies) (Tsuda et al., 2004). Intersimple sequence repeat (ISSR) technique is
useful in studying genetic diversity and DNA
fingerprinting (Martin and Sanchez-Yelamo,
2000) especially in cultivated plants
including barley (Fernandez et al., 2002).
ISSR markers are advantageous in view of
the production of considerable numbers of
fragments per primer at relatively low cost
and their reproducibility (Moreno et al.,
1998 and Salimath et al., 1995).
The aim of the present study is to

assess the phylogenetic relationships
between ten Egyptian Hordeum vulgare L
varieties depending on molecular genetic
markers RAPD and ISSR, also the
determination of the viable marker which has
potential power in discrimination and
identification of cultivars and unknown
landraces which present in this study.
MATERAILS AND METHODS
Seeds of seven cultivars of Hordeum
vulgare L. (Giza 123, Giza 126, Giza 127,
Giza 128, Giza 129, Giza 130 and Giza
2000) were obtained from Agricultural
Research Center, Giza, Egypt. While three
landraces varieties were obtained from
Egyptian National Gen Bank, Agricultural
Research Center, Giza, Egypt, under code
number (11557, 11580 and 113737). These
landraces collected from Sinai, El-Aresh (ElKheroba, El-Sheikh Zuwaid) and Ras Sedr
(Wadi Sedr) as shown in Table (1).

Table 1: The pedigree of studied Hordeum vulgare L.genotype.

Molecular Studies :
DNA was isolated from ten studied
Hordeum vulgare L. varieties by using
thermo-DNA extraction kits (Fermentus).
100 mg of plant leaves were grinded in the
seedling stage (2-3 weak old plant) with
liquid nitrogen, then 350 µl of Lysis Buffer
A was added then it was mixed thoroughly
by vortex for 10-20 seconds. 50 µl of Lysis
Buffer B and 20 µl RNase-A were added.
The sample was Incubated 10 min at 65ᵒC
while vortexing occasionally, then 130 µl

Precipitation Solution was added and mix by
inverting the tube 2-3 times. The sample was
Incubated 5 min on ice, then was centrifuged
for 5 min at 14000 rpm. The supernatant
(usually 450-550 µl) was collected and was
transferred to the clean microcentrifuge tube
then 400 µl of Plant gDNA Binding Solution
and 400µl of 96% ethanol was added and
were mixed well. Half of the prepared
mixture was transferred to the spin column
and centrifuged for 1 min at 8000 rpm. The
flow was discarded through the solution and
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the remaining mixture was applied onto the
same column and was centrifuged for 1 min
at 8000 rpm then 500 µl of Wash Buffer I
and centrifuge were added for 1 min at
10000 rpm then the flow was discarded and
the column was placed back into the
collection tube then 500 µl of Wash Buffer II
was added to the column and was
centrifuged for 3 min at maximum speed
14000 rpm. The purification column was
placed back into the tube and was re-spined
the column for 1 min. at maximum speed
14000 rpm then the collection tube was
discarded containing the flow-through
solution and the column was transferred to a
sterile 1.5 ml micro-centrifuge tube and 100
µl of Elution Buffer was added to the centre
of the column membrane to elute genomic
DNA. The purified DNA is ready to be used
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or, be stored at -20ᵒC.
Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA
(RAPD-DNA):
Twenty-two RAPD primers were used
as showed in Table (2). PCR amplification
for different isolated DNA was performed in
0.2 ml PCR ppendorf containing (50 µl)
consisted of Dream Taq DNA Polymerase,
Fermentus (1 µl), 10x Dream Taq Green
Buffer (5µl), dNTP Mix 10mM each (1µl),
primer, Metabion, German
(2 µl) and
Template DNA (2 µl) then completed to
50µl by Water, nuclease-free. Thermocycler
(Bio-Rad) was programmed for 35 cycles as
follows: 94ᵒC for 5 min (one cycle) then
94ᵒC for 1 min, TmᵒC for 45 sec and 72ᵒC
for 45 sec (35 cycles) then 72ᵒC for 5 min
(one cycle) then held at 4ᵒC.

Table 2: List of RAPD primers and their nucleotide sequences.

Inter Simple Sequence Repeats of DNA
(ISSR-DNA):
Ten ISSR primers were used as
showed in Table (3). PCR amplification for
different isolated DNA was performed in 0.2
ml PCR eppendorf containing (50 µl)
consisted of Dream Taq DNA Polymerase,
Fermentus (1 µl), 10x Dream Taq Green
Buffer (5µl), dNTP Mix 10mM each (1µl),

primer, Metabion, German (2 µl) and
Template DNA (2 µl) then completed to
50µl by Water, nuclease-free. Thermocycler
(Bio-Rad) was programmed for 35 cycles as
follows: 94ᵒC for 1 min (one cycle) then
94ᵒC for 1 min, TmᵒC for 30 sec and 72ᵒC
for 1 min (35 cycles) then 72ᵒC for 5 min
(one cycle) then held at 4ᵒC.
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Table 3: List of ISSR-DNA primers and their nucleotide sequences.

B=T or G ,

D=A or T or G,

Y=G/C,

Agarose was placed in 1X TAE buffer
(1% and 1.5% agrose gel concentration in
case of RAPD and ISSR, respectively) then
boiled in a water bath. Ethidium bromide
was added to the melted gel after the
temperature becomes 55ᵒC. The melted gel
was poured in the tray of midi-gel apparatus
(horizontal
electrophoresis
apparatus
manufactured by Cleaver, UK) and the comb
was inserted immediately, then the comb
was removed when the gel becomes
hardened. The electrophoresis buffer (1X
TAE) was added and covered the gel. 5 µl of
DNA amplified product was loaded in each
well and run at 100 V for about 2 hours. The
gel was photographed by gel documentation
(Bio-Rad) and was analyzed by the Total
Lab program. to find out the molecular
weight of each band and that to compare the
presence and absence of the band among
varieties and these dates were imported in
MVSP (Multi-Variant Statistical Package) to
find the similarity matrix and dendrogram
(UPGMA, suing Jaccard,s coefficient) which
reflect the relationships among the studied
varieties.
Gene diversity referred to as
Polymorphic information content (PIC)
values were calculated with the following
formula (Anderson et al., 1993):

Where, n is the number of marker alleles for
marker i and Pij is the frequency of the jth
allele for marker i.
The summary statistics including the
number of alleles per locus, major allele
frequency, gene diversity, polymorphism
information content (PIC) values were

determined using Power Marker version 3.25
(Liu and Muse, 2005).
The band sharing index (BSI) was also
calculated as a measure of similarity between
two species using the following equation:
BSI = 2S/ (C + D); where S is the number of
bands shared between two samples, C is the
number of bands in the first samples and D
the number of bands in the second samples.
A BSI value of one indicates that two species
are identical, while BSI value of zero
denotes that two species are totally different
(Savva, 2000).
RESULTS
Polymorphism As Detected By RAPD
Analysis:
In this study, a total of 316 bands
were amplified among these varieties
including 184 monomorphic DNA fragments
and 132 were polymorphic. The polymorphic
information content (PIC) varied from 0.043
to 0.204 as primer OB-D13 had the highest
PIC values, while primer OP-A01 has the
lowest PIC value (Table 4 and Figs. 1-3).
Results of 22 RAPD primers shown 31
unique markers including 12 positive unique
markers (PUM) and 19 negative unique
markers (NUB). PUMs were characterized
by 8 primers from 22 RAPD primers while
negative unique markers (NUMs) were
recorded by 10 primers from 22 RAPD
primers used in this investigation. The value
of the Band Sharing Index (BSI) of
genotypes, cultivars, and landraces was
calculated in presence of RAPD marker and
the results showed that BSI has a higher
percentage (1.42%) as compared with that
was recorded in ISSR (0.93).; indicating
more DNA variation appears with the use of
ISSR (Tables 4 & 5).
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Table 4: Total number of bands, polymorphic bands, percentage of polymorphism, PIC and
allele size range as revealed by RAPD analysis.

Polymorphic information content: PIC

Genetic Similarity Analysis Based On
RAPD Marker:
The results generated from RAPD
profiles were pooled for drawing the
relationships among the ten Hordeum
vulgare L. genotypes under study. The
estimated similarities relationships ranged
from 0.767 to 0.884. The highest similarity
value (0.884) was recorded between both
Giza 123 and Giza 126, this indicated that
Giza 123 was closely related to Giza 126. On
the other hand, the lowest similarity value
(0.767) was recorded between Giza 123 and
Giza 130, indicating that these were distantly
related variety as shown in Figure (4).

Polymorphism as Detected By ISSR
Analysis:
These primers generated a total of 159
bands; 98 of these bands were polymorphic
(62.02%) )Table 5 and (Figs. 5 & 6). The
polymorphic information content (PIC)
varied from 0.118 to 0.273 where primers
ISSR-11 had the highest PIC values while
primer 17898BS5 has the lowest PIC value.
ISSR markers characterized 25 unique
markers among the ten studied varieties
including 8 positive unique ISSR markers
and 17 negative unique markers. These
unique bands ranged in size from 200 to
3900 bp.
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Table 5: Total number of bands, polymorphic bands, percentage of polymorphism, PIC and
allele size range as revealed by ISSR analysis.

Genetic Similarity Analysis Based On
RAPD Marker:
The highest similarity value (0.803) was
recorded between Giza 128 and Giza 129
indicating that these two cultivars were
closely related to each other. On the other
hand, the lowest similarity value (0.618) was
recorded between Giza 123 and Giza 129,
indicating that these were distantly related
cultivars as shown in Figure (7).
.

In the combined similarity matrix of
RAPD and ISSR analysis (Fig. 8), the
highest similarity value (0.855) was recorded
between Giza 123 and Giza 126 this
indicating that these two cultivars were
closely related to each other. On the other
hand, the lowest similarity value (0.729) was
recorded between Giza 123 and Giza 129,
indicating that these two varieties were the
most diverse varieties.
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Fig.1: RAPD pattern of ten variety of Hordeum vulgare L. (Giza 123, Giza 126, Giza
127, Giza 128, Giza 129, Giza 2000, El-Kheroba, El-Sheikh Zuwaid and Wadi
Sedr)
Cultivars: 1-Giza 123, 2-Giza 126, 3-Giza 127, 4-Giza 128, 5-Giza 129, 6-Giza 130 and 7- Giza 2000.
Landraces: 8- El-Kheroba, 9- El-Sheikh Zuwaid and 10- Wadi Sedr.
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Fig.2: RAPD pattern of ten variety of Hordeum vulgare L.
Cultivars: 1-Giza 123, 2-Giza 126, 3-Giza 127, 4-Giza 128, 5-Giza 129, 6-Giza 130 and 7- Giza 2000.
Landraces: 8- El-Kheroba, 9- El-Sheikh Zuwaid and 10- Wadi Sedr.
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Fig.3: RAPD pattern of ten variety of Hordeum vulgare L.
Cultivars: 1-Giza 123, 2-Giza 126, 3-Giza 127, 4-Giza 128, 5-Giza 129, 6-Giza 130 and 7- Giza 2000.
Landraces: 8- El-Kheroba, 9- El-Sheikh Zuwaid and 10- Wadi Sedr.

Fig.4:Dendrogram representing the genetic relationship among the ten Hordeum
vulgare L. varieties using UPGMA cluster analysis of Jacquard’s coefficient generated
from RAPD markers.
Cultivars: 1-Giza 123, 2-Giza 126, 3-Giza 127, 4-Giza 128, 5-Giza 129, 6-Giza 130, 7- Giza 2000. Landraces
varieties: 8- Sinai, El-Aresh, El-Kheroba, 9- Sinai,El-Aresh, El-Sheikh Zuwaid, 10- Sinai, Ras Sedr, Wadi Sedr.
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Fig.5: ISSR pattern of ten variety of Hordeum vulgare L.
Cultivars: 1-Giza 123, 2-Giza 126, 3-Giza 127, 4-Giza 128, 5-Giza 129, 6-Giza 130 and 7- Giza 2000.
Landraces: 8- El-Kheroba, 9- El-Sheikh Zuwaid and 10- Wadi Sedr.

Fig.6: ISSR pattern of ten variety of Hordeum vulgare L.
Cultivars: 1-Giza 123, 2-Giza 126, 3-Giza 127, 4-Giza 128, 5-Giza 129, 6-Giza 130 and 7- Giza 2000.
Landraces: 8- El-Kheroba, 9- El-Sheikh Zuwaid and 10- Wadi Sedr.
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Fig.7: Dendrogram representing the genetic relation-ship among the ten Hordeum
vulgare L. varieties using UPGMA cluster analysis of Jaccard´s coefficient
generated from ISSR markers.

Fig. 8: Dendrogram representing the genetic relationship among the ten Hordeum
vulgare L. varieties using UPGMA cluster analysis of Jaccard´s coefficient as
computed according to RAPD and ISSR markers.
Cultivars: 1-Giza 123, 2-Giza 126, 3-Giza 127, 4-Giza 128, 5-Giza 129, 6-Giza 130, 7- Giza 2000.
Landraces : 8- El-Kheroba, 9- El-Sheikh Zuwaid, 10- Wadi Sedr
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DISCUSSION
The techniques, which were used in
classification based on molecular markers
like ISSR and RAPD provide an accurate
and powerful tool in analyzing the genetic
relationship.
These
methods
detect
polymorphism by assaying subsets of the
total amount of DNA banding variation in a
genome (Kanbar and Kondo, 2011). Positive
and negative unique bands for each marker
could be potential for species-specific
markers (Roman et al., 2003). Heiba et al.
(2019) found that RAPD, ISSR and SSR
markers play a vital and successful role in
the identification of different Egyptian wheat
and barley genotypes, which considered
helpful in the enhancement of cereals
production in Egypt.
Two molecular markers were used
RAPD and ISSR to analyze different genetic
information. ISSR markers are more
discriminating than RAPD to evaluate the
genetic diversity and relationship among
species (Ashraf et al., 2013). In spite of
RAPD is very quick and easy to develop but
its reproducibility is less than ISSR. Kafkas
et al., 2006 and Jabbar Zadeh, et al., 2010
stated that ISSR assays are more reliable
than RAPD because of their reproducibility
so they may be preferred.
The total percent of polymorphism
detected by RAPD and ISSR analysis was
41.77% and 62.02% respectively. These
results indicate that ISSR has a high capacity
to reveal polymorphism. Also, it has great
potential to determine intra and inter-specific
variation compared to other arbitrary primers
like RAPDs (Zietkiewicz et al., 1994 and
Agarwal et al., 2008).
Nkongolo, et al., 2011, stated that
ISSR which tends to be found in high copy
repeat regions and detects polymorphism in
inter-microsatellite loci using primer
designed di or tri-nucleotide simple sequence
repeats. Also, ISSR is more beneficial than
AFLP due to its high specificity and
repeatability, in terms of its time-saving
quality (Wolfe et al., 1998; Blair et al., 1999;
Fernández et al., 2002 and El-Atroush et al.,

2014).
RAPD and ISSR have different
resolutions and the two marker techniques
targeted different regions of the genome
(Souframanien and Gopalakrishna, 2004).
These differences may also be attributed to
the level of polymorphism detected
reinforcing the importance of number of loci
and their coverage of the whole genome for
obtaining reliable estimates of genetic
relationships among cultivars. The number
of alleles at a locus and their distribution
frequency generate polymorphism between
species represent the genetic variability
(Marzougui, et al., 2009).
Variability in band profiles was
observed in this study, where some new
bands were appeared and others were
disappeared. Savva et al. (1994) showed that
DNA fingerprints will be altered by factors
such as exposure of an organism to a
genotoxic chemical which may result in the
formation of a covalently bound adduct
between the chemical and the DNA. Faulty
repair of these adducts may prevent the
primer from binding to those sites command
to mutations and, sometimes to cytogenetic
changes.Atienzar and Jha (2004 and 2006)
used RAPD technique and confirmed that
when the Taq DNA polymerase encounters a
DNA adduct, there are several possible
results including blockage, by-pass and the
possible dissociation of the enzyme/adduct
the complex which will cause changes in
RAPD profiles. Breakages which take place
in the DNA template between two opposite
primers may result in a loss of an amplicon
whereas genetic rearrangements and point
mutations may be accountable for either a
loss or induction of new annealing sites
which could result in the disappearance or
the appearance of new amplicons,
respectively. The appearance of bands could
be referring to the presence of new sites
which become accessible to primers after
structural modulation in DNA sequence that
occurred due to mutations (resulting in new
annealing events) or large deletions
(bringing two pre-existing annealing sites
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closer) or recombination; while the
disappearance of bands may be attributed to
the presence of DNA adducts, which can act
to block or reduce the polymerization of
DNA in the PCR-reaction (Jones & Parry,
1992).
Comparison of PIC value for the two
marker systems indicated that the range of
PIC values for RAPD primers was from
0.204 (OB-D13) to 0.043 (OP-A01), where
the range of PIC values for ISSR primers
was from 0.273 (ISSR-11) to 0.118
(17898BS5).
It was found that inter simple sequence
repeat markers have a high potential to
identify polymorphism and determine inter
and intragenomic diversity across species as
compared to other random primers like
RAPD (Souframanien and Gopalakrisha,
2004).
High products of ISSR bands
comparing with RAPD could be due to the
higher annealing temperatures and longer
used primers (Huangfu et al., 2009). Also,
the climate conditions play a main role in the
evaluation of landraces by demonstrating
significant levels of variation in response to
the selection stress in the regions
(Souframanien and Gopalakrishna, 2004).
UPGMA analysis of binary matrices
data indicates that there is a very good
correlation between ISSR and RAPD based
similarities. High similarity indices suggest
that the species have a close genetic
relationship among them but low similarity
indices suggest that the species are distantly
related to each other (Hasan et al., 2009).
The similarity matrices of RAPD and ISSR
analysis ranged from 0.78 to o.88 and 0.652
to 0.794 respectively. It may be due to the
highly polymorphic, abundant nature of the
micro-satellite due to slippage in DNA
replication (Tagizad et al., 2010). The uses
of two markers in a combination were
effective in discriminating the different
species.
The UPGMA dendrograms confirmed
the difference between ISSR and RAPD; the
farmer was able to differentiate well between
the ten studied barley cultivars more than the
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last one. RAPD profile analysis revealed
some cultivar-specific bands that could be
used to identify the different genotypes of
barley cultivars; these include the presence
of unique bands in cultivars Giza 123, Giza
126, Giza 129, Giza 130, Giza 2000, ElKheroba and El-Sheikh Zuwaid and the
absence of one band in cultivars Giza 123,
Giza 126, Giza 127, Giza 129, Giza 130,
Giza 2000, El-Kheroba, El-Sheikh Zuwaid,
and Wadi Sedr. These unique bands in the
RAPD profile may define as genetic
fingerprinting that may be associated with
one or more morphological traits. These
unique bands may also prove useful for
mapping of certain genes that may be
associated with some features of the abovementioned cultivars in future research ElShazly and El-Mutairi (2006)
The RAPD results in the present
studies indicated that a total bands were
amplified among these varieties were 316
bands including 132 were polymorphic, Also
the number of bands per primer was 14.36
bands this corresponds to a level of
polymorphism of 41.77%. These results
disagree with the results of Showman et al.,
(2001), who recorded 3.83 bands per primer
using other primers while Yu et al., (2002)
reported 9.6 bands per primer in the Tibetan
hulless barey varieties. Also, Kuczynska et
al., (2001) recorded 6.8 bands per primer.
Hamidi, (2018) studied the molecular
variation of 10 Barley diverse landraces that
collected from Iraq using RAPD marker. Her
studies indicated that total bands were 81
bands, 51 are polymorphic showing a high
level of polymorphism (71.8%).
Changes in bands may be the
consequences
of
genomic
template
instability (GTS) related to the level of DNA
damage, the efficiency of DNA repair and
replication (Atienzar et al., 2002; Atienzar
and Jha, 2004 and Ciğerci et al., 2016)
El-Shazly and El-Mutairi (2006) documented
from the UPGMA and NJ trees based on
RAPD data alone the two-rowed cultivars
Local and Giza 128 were separated together
from the six-rowed cultivars. This agreement
with the present results from UPGMA and
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Jacquards’ coefficient based on RAPD that
two-rowed cultivars Giza 127 and Giza 128
were separated from the other six-rowed
studied cultivars, while Hang et al., (2000)
separated the two-rowed and six-rowed
North American barley as two different
groups using RAPD fingerprinting
Mostafa et al.,2020 found that the
genetic dissimilarity tree of studied Egyptian
Hordeum vulgare L varieties was produced
by hierarchical cluster analysis based on
morphological data stated the pedigree.
However, the genetic similarity tree was
produced by UPGMA based on molecular
markers (SSRs) and soluble protein patterns
were not in full agreement with the pedigree.
According to UPGMA, of the present
study, the highest close relationship was
recorded between Giza 2000 and (Giza 130
and Giza 129 ) indicating that Giza 130and
Giza 129 were closely related to Giza 2000.
On the other hand, Giza 123 cultivar and
Wadi Sedr landrace indicating that these
were distantly related cultivars as shown in
figure (4). Also, unknown landraces Sinai,
El-Arish, El-Kheroba and Sinai, El-Arish,
El-Sheikh Zuwaid were closely related to
Giza 2000, while landrace Sinai, Ras Sedr,
Wadi Sedr was closely related to Giza128.
Conclusion:
The present study reveals that ISSR
was an accurate marker more than RAPD in
the detection of genetic variation among the
studied barley varieties. Also, unknown
landraces Sinai, El-Arish, El-Kheroba and
Sinai, El-Arish, El- genetic distance tree was
produced by UPGMA based on molecular
markers (RAPD and ISSR) state that,
unknown landraces El-Aresh, El-Kheroba
and Sinai, El-Arish, El-Sheikh Zuwaid were
closely related to Giza 2000, while landrace
Sinai, Ras Sedr, Wadi Sedr was closely
related to Giza128.
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